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Agenda

1 Introducing HyNet - an update on the project

2 HyNet’s future supply chain

3 Presentations from HyNet partners

4 Q&A session

• If you have any questions throughout the presentation, please 
submit them through the Q&A function.

• We will be recording this webinar
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1 Introducing HyNet



The climate change challenge

▪ We are in a climate emergency and we need to 

act quickly to reduce our emissions.

▪ UK Government’s Net Zero target:

‘By 2050, any CO₂ emissions to the atmosphere 

must be eliminated, captured or offset by 
equivalent emissions removal.’

▪ All parts of our economy must decarbonise.

▪ By reducing carbon dioxide emissions from 
industry we can make a big difference, quickly.



▪ HyNet is the UK’s leading industrial decarbonisation project.

▪ Stretches across North West England and North East Wales.

▪ Selected by Government to lead the UK’s 
industrial decarbonisation.

▪ From the mid-2020's, HyNet will:

▪ produce, store and distribute low carbon hydrogen to 
replace fossil fuels

▪ capture and lock up carbon dioxide emissions from industry.

▪ We will build new infrastructure and reuse

pre-existing infrastructure.

What is HyNet ?



Elements of HyNet

HyNet includes:

▪ Low-carbon hydrogen 

production plants

▪ A hydrogen pipeline 

network 

▪ Salt caverns in which 

hydrogen can be stored

▪ Facilities to capture CO2

emissions

▪ Underground pipelines 

to transport CO2 emissions to 

permanent safe storage



▪ Building on the region’s rich industrial 

heritage to provide a lasting legacy for 

generations to come.

▪ Creating 6,000 new jobs and 

safeguarding many more.

▪ Tapping into industrial experience and 

scientific expertise.

▪ Creating a hotspot for innovation and 

growth to encourage inward investment.

▪ Improving local air quality to make the 

region a safer and healthier place.

What will HyNet bring to 

the region?



The HyNet

consortium

▪ A collaboration of ten partners

▪ Each partner is led by industry 

experts working collaboratively
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2HyNet’s supply chain



▪ £5 billion investment

▪ Early engagement with supply chain to raise 

awareness of project needs/opportunities

▪ Gain an understanding of products and services and 

identify constraints

▪ Maximise regional content

▪ Future events – Meet the Specifier (this Summer)

▪ Supplier registration database

HyNet’s future supply chain
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3 Meet the HyNet partners



Richard Holden



▪ Vertex Hydrogen Limited will develop, build and 

operate the UK’s first low carbon hydrogen 

production facility HPP at the Stanlow Manufacturing 

Complex, Cheshire within the Track 1 HyNet cluster

▪ The hydrogen will substantially decarbonise Essar’s 

adjacent refinery and transform the regional 

industrial cluster into a low carbon manufacturing 

SuperPlace

The UK’s first low carbon 

hydrogen supply business



Vertex Hydrogen is an exciting new joint venture



HPP will be built on Stanlow Manufacturing 

Complex to serve regional demand



Hydrogen production

3D model of hydrogen production facility at 

Stanlow – output from the FEED study 

• World-leading Johnson Matthey LCH Technology

• 97% Carbon Capture Rate

• 85% Thermal Efficiency

• Most advanced bulk hydrogen production in UK:

• FEED completed for HPP1  (350MW)

• Consent applications submitted

• Target for start-up of HPP1 in 2026

• HPP2 will bring capacity to 1GW in 2027



Planning Application made



▪ Development contracts such as consultants, 

advisors, ground investigation etc being let 

now.

▪ Core plant will be delivered under a single 

contract including licensed technology, design 

and construction

▪ Additional delivery contracts limited to external 

utility connections

HPP delivery supply chain

Vertex 
Hydrogen

HPP

Main plant 
delivery

Hydrogen 
delivery 
pipeline

Natural 
gas supply 

pipeline

Water 
connection

Electricity 
connection

Site 
enabling 

works



Victoria Hinchcliffe







Cadent’s hydrogen workbook



Richard Stevenson 

and Joanne Skyner



▪ Keuper Gas Storage and INOVYN are 

part of the HyNet Project to provide 

1.3TWhs of Hydrogen storage in 19 salt 

caverns in Cheshire 

▪ INOVYN’s Holford Brinefield already hosts 

two of the UK’s largest natural gas 

storage facilities.

▪ We are committed to bring our skills and 

knowledge in salt cavern storage and 

hydrogen production to support the 

HyNet project and the North West 

regions ambitions to achieve Net Zero.

▪ As Europe’s largest electrolysis operator 

we are also keen to develop green 

hydrogen production in the North West 

region, with the HyNet project as a 

potential customer.

HyNet /HyKeuper – Hydrogen Storage Project



Activity:

▪ FEED engineering (contracted out) and consenting is already 

underway.

▪ Some construction work has already begun on site (civil 

contract).

▪ Detailed design could start later in 2022 (EPC)

▪ A scale up in site construction in 2023.

▪ The project construction programme will be (typically) 6-10 years

HyNet /HyKeuper – Hydrogen Storage Project



Regional benefits:

▪ Significant investment (>£500M) in 

engineering and technical skills;

▪ Well paid construction jobs;

▪ Supply chain opportunities (both specialist 

engineering and typical 

civil/mechanical/process construction.

HyNet /HyKeuper – Hydrogen Storage Project



Beatrice Barbato and

William Dickson



Project overview



WP2 – EPC Package including:

▪ Engineering responsibility

▪ Decommissioning at Point of Ayr and offshore to enable CCS project

▪ CCS design, supply and installation at Point of Ayr and offshore

▪ Power and fibre optic cable installation between Point of Ayr and 

offshore platforms

▪ Potential additional non-CCS related decommissioning offshore 

WP3 – EPC Package including:

▪ Point of Ayr compression and cooling

WP4 – EPC Package including:

▪ New build pipeline Ince to Stanlow

▪ New build pipeline Stanlow to Flint

▪ Above Ground Installations

▪ New Block Valve Stations on existing Flint to Point of Ayr pipeline

▪ Abandonment of existing pipeline Flint to Connah’s Quay

Selected Concept and work package overview

Scope will be executed via four main work packages:

WP1 – Drilling package

WP2 – Decommissioning / CCS EPC Package

WP3 – EPC Package for compression at Point of Ayr

WP4 – Onshore pipelines contract



Procurement packages



Procurement packages



Procurement packages



Procurement packages



Procurement packages



Tendering & execution schedule



Tendering & execution schedule



Gareth Bowden 

and Mike Walton



▪ Located on 124 acres by the Manchester Ship Canal 

near Chester

▪ 400 employees

▪ Produces 1 million tonnes of fertiliser per annum

▪ Supplies the key market sectors for grass and arable 

farming.

▪ Consists of:

▪ 1 Ammonia plant

▪ 3 nitric acid plants

▪ Nitrogen fertiliser plant

▪ 3 compound lines

CF Fertilisers Ince site overview

CF Fertilisers UK will continue to invest 
and manufacture at both its state-of-
the-art Ince and Billingham sites, 
producing market-leading fertilisers that 

make a real difference to farmers -
optimising crop performance and yields



▪ Potentially up to £60mil of investment

▪ Comparatively straight forward due to ammonia production process

▪ The project will capture ~ 400,000 tonnes per annum of CO2, utilising the existing CO2

capture process within the Ince Ammonia plant

▪ The CO2 will be compressed in multistage compressors and treated to achieve the 

HyNet CO2 pipeline specification.

▪ This will include cooling, water removal, hydrogen content reduction and drying

CF Fertilisers Ince project overview



CF Fertilisers Ince project overview



FEED

▪ Pending award.

▪ 9 month duration, likely start July 2022 

(depending on business situation).

▪ Already tendered – award to single consultant

EXECUTION PHASE:

▪ Likely appoint FEED consultant in EPCm role

▪ CF may direct procure major long lead 

equipment packages:

• CO2 compression

• HV switchgear

• Pressure Vessels

▪ Bulk equipment (e.g. valves etc.) combination of:

• CF direct procure against term contracts / 

competitive tender

• In some cases package with on site services

• Potentially sourced through EPCm contractor

• Onsite services (e.g. piping); combination of:

• Utilise term contractors for connections / brown 

field work

• Competitive tender discrete packages for 

greenfield items

CF Fertilisers Ince project overview



Iain Walpole and 

Lucy Parkinson



Hanson - Part of the HeidelbergCement Group



HeidelbergCement are advancing carbon 

capture technology around the world



Hanson Cement - Padeswood Plant

North Wales



Tendering Process



Richard Belfield



Introducing 

Viridor’s 

decarbonisation

ambitions



Viridor’s decarbonisation strategy



Runcorn CCUS Project – 950ktpa CO2 captured
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4 Q&A

If you have any questions, please 

submit them in the chat function. 



▪ Register your organisation on our supplier database

▪ Subscribe to the HyNet newsletter

▪ Follow us on social media

@HyNetNW

@hynetnw

www.hynet.co.uk

5 Keep in touch

https://twitter.com/HyNetNW
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/hynetnw
http://www.hynet.co.uk/

